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Abstract

This paper presents an image classi cation algorithm using a multiresolution two dimensional hidden Markov
model (HMM). The multiresolution two dimensional hidden Markov model is an extension from the two dimensional hidden Markov model for image classi cation. A classi er estimates model parameters using the EM
algorithm. Classi cation is then performed according to the maximum a posteriori probability criterion. The
multiresolution model enables multiscale context information be incorporated into classi cation decisions. Suboptimal classi cation algorithms based on the model provide a progressive classi cation scheme which greatly speeds
up classi cation with a single resolution HMM.

1

Introduction

In order to improve classi cation performance using context, a context-dependent classi cation algorithm is developed
in [3] based on a two dimensional hidden Markov model (2-D HMM). Suppose an image is divided into blocks and
feature vectors are evaluated for all the blocks, the basic assumption of a 2-D HMM is that the feature vectors are
generated by a Markov source. At any block, the source exists in one of a set of states. Given the state of a block, its
feature vector is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. The parameters of the Gaussian distribution vary with
states. The probability distribution of the states of all the blocks is governed by a Markovian property, i.e., given
the states of surrounding blocks, the probability of the source being in a state at a block depends upon the state of
the source at the adjacent observations in both horizontal and vertical directions. Each state corresponds uniquely
to a class. However, a class may contain several states. Details on the assumptions of a 2-D HMM may be found
in [3].
We here extend the 2-D HMM to a multiresolution model. To classify an image, we evaluate feature vectors
for image blocks in several resolutions. Feature vectors in a particular resolution are determined only by the image
at that resolution. The multiresolution 2-D HMM assumes that the feature vectors across all the resolutions are
generated by a multiresolution Markov source. As with the 2-D HMM, the source exists in a state at any block in
any resolution. Given the state of a block in a particular resolution, the feature vector at the respective resolution is
assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. The parameters of the Gaussian distribution are determined by the state
and the resolution. At any xed resolution, as with the 2-D HMM, the probability of the source entering a particular
state depends on the states of adjacent blocks in both horizontal and vertical directions. The transition probabilities,
however, depend on the state of the block at the same spatial location in the previous resolution. The extension to a
multiresolution model allows us to represent an image by features in several resolutions so that classi cation is made
based upon more complete statistical properties of the image. Furthermore, the multiresolution model provides a
hierarchical structure for progressive classi cation, which speeds up the 2-D HMM classi cation signi cantly.
In Section 2, we provide a mathematical formulation of the basic assumptions of multiresolution 2-D HMM. The
algorithm is presented in Section 3. The results are given in Section 4.
2

Basic Assumptions of 2-D HMM

To classify an image, we rst obtain several resolutions of the image. The original image corresponds to the highest
resolution. We obtain lower resolutions by ltering out high frequency information. Wavelet transforms [2] naturally
provide low resolution images by the low frequency band (the LL band). A sequence of images at several resolutions
is shown in Fig. 2. As subsampling is applied for every reduced resolution, the image size decreases by a factor of
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two in both directions. As is also shown in Fig. 2, the number of blocks in both rows and columns decreases to a
half at each lower resolution. Thus a block in a lower resolution corresponds to a spatially more global region in the
image. The four blocks at the same spatial location in the higher resolution are referred to as child blocks, and the
block in the lower resolution is referred to as parent block correspondingly.
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Figure 1: Multiple resolutions of an image.
We rst review the basic assumptions of the single resolution 2-D HMM as presented in [3]. The 2-D HMM assumes
that the feature vectors are generated by a Markov model which may change state once every block. Suppose there
are M states, the state of block (i; j ) is denoted by si;j . The feature vector of block (i; j ) is xi;j and the class is ci;j .
We use P () to represent the probability of an event. We denote (i0 ; j 0 ) < (i; j ) if i0 < i or i0 = i; j 0 < j ; in which
case we say that block (i0 ; j 0 ) is before block (i; j ). The rst assumption we make is that P (si;j jcontext) = am;n;l ,
where context = fsi0 ;j0 ; xi0 ;j0 ; (i0 ; j 0 ) < (i; j )g, and m = si 1;j ; n = si;j 1 ; and l = si;j . The second assumption
is that for every state, the feature vectors follow a Gaussian distribution. Once the state of a block is known, the
feature vector is conditionally independent0 of the other blocks. For a block with state s and feature vector x, the
distribution is bs (x) = p(21)n js j e (x s ) s (x s ) , where s is the covariance matrix and s is the mean vector.
The parameters s and s vary with states.
Suppose there are R resolutions, where r = 1 is the crudest resolution. The feature vectors at resolution r are
(
r)
xi;j , where (i; j ) denotes block (i; j ). Denote the collection of block indexes at resolution r by N (r) = f(i; j ); 0  i <
m  2r 1; 0  j < n  2r 1 g ; r 2 R ; R = f1; :::; Rg.
The rst assumption is a Markovian property across resolutions. The 'resolution' here plays a time-like role.
Given the states and the features of the parent resolution, the states and the features of the current resolution are
conditionally independent of the other previous resolutions, i.e.,
1
2
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(1)
P (s(i;jr) ; x(i;jr); r 2 R; (i; j ) 2 N (r) ) = P (s(1)
i;j ; xi;j ; (i; j ) 2 N )  P (si;j ; xi;j ; (i; j ) 2 N j sk;l ; (k; l) 2 N )   
R 1)
P (s(i;jR) ; x(i;jR) ; (i; j ) 2 N (R) j s(k;l
; (k; l) 2 N (R 1) ) :

At the crudest resolution, r = 1, we assume that the feature vectors are simply generated by a single resolution
2-D HMM. At a higher resolution, we keep the assumption that given the state of a block, the feature vector follows
a Gaussian distribution. We assume that given the state of the parent block, the states of the four child blocks are
statistically independent of the states of the other blocks in the parent resolution. We also assume that given the
states of parent blocks, the child blocks of di erent parent blocks are statistically independent. State transitions
among the child blocks of a shared parent block are governed by the same Markovian property as we assumed for a
single resolution 2-D HMM. The state transition probabilities, however, depend on the state of the parent block. To
state these assumptions mathematically, denote the child blocks in resolution r of block (k; l) in resolution r 1 by
D (k; l) = f(2k; 2l); (2k + 1; 2l); (2k; 2l + 1); (2k + 1; 2l + 1)g. Then,
r 1)
P (s(i;jr); (i; j ) 2 N (r) j s(k;l
; (k; l) 2 N (r 1) ) =

Y

(k;l)2N(r

1)

r 1)
P (s(i;jr) ; (i; j ) 2 D (k; l)j s(k;l
):

r 1)
P (s(i;jr) ; (i; j ) 2 D (k; l)j s(k;l
) can be evaluated by the transition probabilities conditioned on s(k;lr 1) , am;n;l (s(k;lr 1) ).
We thus have a di erent set of transition probabilities am;n;l for every possible state in the parent resolution. The

in uence of the previous resolutions is exerted hierarchically through the probability of the states.
As with the single resolution model, each state in every resolution is uniquely mapped to one class. Since a block
in a lower resolution contain several blocks in a higher resolution, it may not be of a pure class. Thus, except for the
highest resolution, there is an extra 'mixed' class besides the original classes.
2
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The Algorithm

We estimate the parameters of the multiresolution model by the EM algorithm [1]. Due to computation complexity,
we apply a suboptimal estimation algorithm, the Viterbi training algorithm [5]. The algorithm iteratively improves
the estimation by searching for the combination of states with the maximum a posteriori probability given the
observed feature vectors and the current model estimation. The states are then regarded as the true states to update
the model estimation. Since our model is two dimensional, approximation to the Viterbi training is necessary to
reduce computational complexity. Details on techniques for decreasing complexity are in [3]. Once the model is
estimated, to classify an image, we search for the combination of states with the maximum a posteriori probability.
The states are then mapped into classes to form the segmented image.
As states across resolutions are statistically dependent, determining the optimal set of states requires joint consideration of several resolutions. Suboptimal fast algorithms are developed by breaking the joint consideration and
searching for the states in a layered fashion. States in the lowest resolution are determined by conditioning only on
feature vectors in this resolution. The classi er searches for the states of the child blocks in the higher resolution,
only if the class of the parent block is 'mixed'. Since one block in a lower resolution covers a larger region in the
original image, making decisions in the lower resolution reduces computation. On the other hand, the existence of the
'mixed' class warns the classi er of ambiguous areas which need examination at higher resolutions. As a result, the
degradation of classi cation due to the low resolution is avoided. The fast algorithm speeds up the single resolution
HMM algorithm by a factor of 10  20, while keeping competitive classi cation performance.
4

Results

We applied our algorithm to the segmentation of man-made and natural regions of aerial images. An example image
and its hand-labeled classi ed image are shown on the left in Fig. 2. We use two resolutions in the classi cation. The
lower resolution image is obtained by the LL frequency band of a Haar transform. For both resolutions, we divide
images into 4  4 blocks and use DCT coeÆcients or averages over some of them as features. We used four images
as training data to estimate the model. The number of states assumed for each class is 4. The classi cation error
rate achieved is 12:12%. The classi cation error rate obtained by the single resolution HMM in [3] is 14:68%. The
classi ed images are compared in Fig. 2. Using a fast algorithm, we achieve an error rate of 13:01%. The error rate
obtained by Bayes VQ [4] is about 21:5%.

Figure 2: Left: Original image and its hand-labeled classes. Middle: Single resolution HMM, Right: Multiresolution
HMM (2 resolutions), White: man-made, Gray: natural.
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